ABSTRACT. T], study f linearzed interface wave problems for two superposed fluids often lnw) Iv,s the co)siderti,)n of dil-ferent types of singularities in one of the two fluids.
INTRODUCI'ION.
The study of internal waves in two fluids problems has attracted many authors in recent years. It is found useful to permit singularities of one type or another to occur as an idealisation of, or an approximation to certain physical situations. Problems dealing with the generation of waves at the interface of two non-mixing fluids involve the ('onsideration of singularities of different types in the fluids. In the case when bodies are present, waves may either be generated by the movement of the body or reflected from it. The two cases are essentially the same and the resulting motion can be described by the use of these singularities in a suitable way. For example, Gorgui [1] has investigated into these waves using a distribution of sources on the surface of the body.
The different types of singularities that can be used in two fluids problems have been presented by Gougui and Kassem [21 and Kassem [3] in both the effects of surface tension are neglected. In [12] the authors considered the cases when the lower fluid is of finite constant depth and the upper fluid is of infinite height. While in [3] the author considered the cases when the two superposed fluids are both of finite thickness and obtained the potentials for motions resulting from mu|tipoles submerged in one of the two fluids.
In this paper we give a complete survey for the basic line and point singularities when the superposed fluids are as in [3] of finite constant thickness confined between two rigid horizontal planes but we here take surface tension into consideration.
In tle two dimensiona| motion, the line singularities considered are wave sourcL, s and multiloles singulariti,s. Restriction is made to symmetric (or vertical) multipol,s, bu the corresponding antis>mmetric (or horizontnl) multipoles can be found similarly. For axisymm.tric motion, the point singularities considered are multipole sin.ul,lril ies. These tme hnrmoni singularities are described by harmonic ptential functins which satisfy tw inearised conditions at the surface of separation, and uniquenes. is ensured bv rcq,iring that there are only outgoing waves in the far field.
ThL, methoI used is an extension of that used in [2] 
Two other alternative forms which will be useful in the subsequent work are 6 k2 log R + (2s 
SUBMERGED SINGULARITIES; THE LOWER FLUID IS OF FINITE CONSTANT DEPTH AND THE UPPER IS UNBOUNDED.
A statement of the boundary-value problems for the velocity potentials , ' ).
(7.9) (7.10) (7.11) (7.12) (7.13) (7.14) (7.15) It should be noted here that there is a non-uniqueness for B o to the extent that any multiple of a slope potential may be added. The forms given above correspond to a continuous interface slope t the orgin, where the interface elevation is always finite.
CONCLUSION.
A complete survey for a|l the basic singularities that can be used in two fluids problems with surface tension is presented. Results of Gorgui and Kaseem [2] and Kaseem [3] can be recovered by putting B o in the appropriate forms and also those of Rhodes-Robinson [4] can be obtained by putting s o.
